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Gender Issues and Sexuality: Essential Primary SourcesGale, 2006

	Gender Issues and Sexuality: Essential Primary Sources provides insight into the personal, social, and political issues of gender and sexuality—issues that range from what many hold as intimate matters of personal belief to matters that stir, shake, and thus profoundly shape modern society.


	The women’s rights and gay...
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Practical Common LispApress, 2005
Lisp is often thought of as an academic language, but it need not be. This is  the first book that introduces Lisp as a language for the real world. 

Practical Common Lisp presents a thorough introduction to Common Lisp,  providing you with an overall understanding of the language features and how  they work. Over a third of the...
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Foundations for Analytics with PythonO'Reilly, 2016

	
		If you’re like many of Excel’s 750 million users, you want to do more with your data—like repeating similar analyses over hundreds of files, or combining data in many files for analysis at one time. This practical guide shows ambitious non-programmers how to automate and scale the processing and analysis of data in...
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Content Syndication with RSSO'Reilly, 2003
Originally developed by Netscape in 1999, RSS (which can stand for RDF Site Summary, Rich Site Summary, or Really Simple Syndication) is an XML-based format that allows web developers to describe and syndicate web site content. Content Syndication with RSS offers webloggers, developers, and the programmers who...
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Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2007
Linux has come a long way in a short time. Computing itself is still relatively young by any standard; if the era of modern computing started with the invention of the microchip, it’s still less than 50 years old. But Linux is a youngster compared even to this; it has been around for only 16 of those years.

In that brief time span,...
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Design and Prototyping for DrupalO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you’re reading this book, you’re probably a web designer who has heard of Drupal,
		wants to get started with it, and may have even tried it out a couple of times. And you
		might be frustrated because even if you’re used to code, Drupal has thrown you a major
		learning curve that you hadn’t expected....
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AJAX and PHP: Building Modern Web Applications 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2010
AJAX is a complex phenomenon that means different things to different people. Computer users appreciate that their favorite websites are now friendlier and feel more responsive. Web developers learn new skills that empower them to create sleek web applications with little effort. Indeed, everything sounds good about AJAX! At its roots, AJAX is a...
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WebRAD: Building Database Applications on the Web with Visual FoxPro and Web ConnectionHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
A tutorial for novices and a reference for experienced users, featuring step-by-step guidelines for using Web Connection in a day-to-day manner as a developer, this book offers several development alternatives based on the user's style. Demonstrated are the building of two different applications, one easy and one more complex, and nearly two...
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Developing RESTful Services with JAX-RS 2.0, WebSockets, and JSONPackt Publishing, 2013

	Improving your productivity by making the most of Java EE 7's capabilities is made easy and practical with this book. It's the perfect guide to developing RESTful Services utilizing powerful new technologies.


	Overview

	
		Learning about different client/server communication models including but not...
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Web Scraping with Python (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2015

	Successfully scrape data from any website with the power of Python


	About This Book

	
		A hands-on guide to web scraping with real-life problems and solutions
	
		Techniques to download and extract data from complex websites
	
		Create a number of different web scrapers to extract...
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Instant PHP Web ScrapingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with the basic techniques of web scraping using PHP


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Build a re-usable scraping class to expand on for future projects
	
		Scrape, parse, and save data from any...
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Application Development with Parse using iOS SDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop the backend of your applications instantly using Parse iOS SDK


	Overview

	
		Build your applications using Parse iOS which serves as a complete cloud-based backend service
	
		Understand and write your code on cloud to minimize the load on the client side
	
		Learn how to create...
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